Comparison between active (pumped) and passive (diffusive) sampling methods for formaldehyde in pathology and histology laboratories
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Abstract

This study was to determine occupational exposures to formaldehyde and to compare concentrations of formaldehyde obtained by active and passive sampling methods. In one pathology and one histology laboratories, exposure measurements were collected with sets of active air samplers (Supelco LpDNPH tubes) and passive badges (ChemDisk Aldehyde Monitor 571). Sixty-six sample pairs (49 personal and 17 area) were collected and analyzed by NIOSH NMAM 2016 for active samples and OSHA Method 1007 (using the manufacturer’s updated uptake rate) for passive samples. All active and passive 8-hour time-weighted average (TWA) measurements showed compliance with the OSHA permissible exposure limit (PEL-0.75 ppm) except for one passive measurement, whereas 78% for the active and 88% for the passive samples exceeded the NIOSH recommended exposure limit (REL-0.016 ppm). Overall, 73% of the passive samples showed higher concentrations than the active samples and a statistical test indicated disagreement between two methods for all data and for data without outliers. The OSHA Method cautions that passive samplers should not be used for sampling situations involving formalin solutions because of low concentration estimates in the presence of reaction products of formaldehyde and methanol (a formalin additive). However, this situation was not observed, perhaps because the formalin solutions used in these laboratories included much less methanol (3%) than those tested in the OSHA Method (up to 15%). The passive samplers in general overestimated concentrations compared to the active method, which is prudent for demonstrating compliance with an occupational exposure limit, but occasional large differences may be a result
of collecting aerosolized droplets or splashes on the face of the samplers. In the situations examined in this study the passive sampler generally produces higher results than the active sampler so that a body of results from passive samplers demonstrating compliance with the OSHA PEL would be a valid conclusion. However, individual passive samples can show lower results than a paired active sampler so that a single result should be treated with caution.
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INTRODUCTION

Formaldehyde is a ubiquitous airborne chemical in indoor environments, including workplaces and residential and public buildings. It is also widely used as a tissue fixative in histology and pathology laboratories for microscopic examination and as an embalming agent, such as for cadavers, organs, and human or animal tissues. Health symptoms from exposure to formaldehyde include irritation of the eyes and nose, sore throat, coughing, and breathing difficulties because it is highly reactive and is soluble in water. Furthermore, the National Toxicology Program (NTP) Report on Carcinogens (RoC) has reported that formaldehyde is known to be a human carcinogen and is associated with some types of nose and throat cancer.\(^1\)

For measurement of airborne formaldehyde concentrations in indoor environments, various chemical compounds have been investigated for use as reactive adsorbents.\(^2\)–\(^7\) As results, samplers impregnated with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (2,4-DNPH) have been determined to be the most reliable agent and have been commercialized as both active (pumped) and passive (diffusive) types. Passive samplers have many advantages over active samplers. They are small and lightweight and do not require trained personnel to collect samples. They are also less expensive than active samplers because no sampling pumps and flow meters are needed, and can be used without interrupting workers’ ordinary tasks. On the other hand, passive devices have the drawback that the uptake rate is set by design, and cannot be modified for lesser or greater sampling rates.

Several studies\(^5\),\(^8\)–\(^10\) conducted field evaluation to compare the performance of the passive samplers against the active samplers and reported good agreements (correlation coefficients > 0.90), while a poor performance of the passive sampler was reported by another study.\(^11\) These previous studies tested either customized passive samplers,\(^5\),\(^9\),\(^10\) and it is not clear whether these samplers have become commercially available, or a few commercial sampler types such as DuPont Pro-Tek® passive (diffusive) badge\(^8\) and Radiello chemiadsorbing cartridge code 165.\(^11\) In 2005, OSHA Method 1007\(^12\) evaluated various commercially available passive samplers for measuring airborne formaldehyde, including Assay Technology ChemDisk Aldehyde Monitor 571 (ChemDisk-AL), SKC UMEs 100 Passive Sampler (UMEIs 100), and Supelco DSD-DNPH Diffusive Sampling Device (DSD-DNPH). Although the OSHA Method 1007 clearly states that these passive samplers did not pass validation and thus active sampling method should be used for quantitative results when
formalin solutions are dealt, occupational professionals often use passive sampling method for their convenience without being aware of specific details of the validation study.

The present study was performed to determine occupational exposures to formaldehyde of laboratory personnel in hospitals and to compare exposure measurements between active and passive sampling methods that both use DNPH as the derivatization agent. Although passive/active sampler comparisons have been performed previously, the results are not necessarily generalizable to the specific devices selected here. Field surveys were performed at two different U.S. locations, a pathology laboratory in West Virginia and a histology laboratory in Texas, by conducting three campaigns between 2014 and 2015.

METHODS

Workplace descriptions

A pathology laboratory prepares sample slides of various specimens from small biopsies to amputations and large tumors. The laboratory in this study included four fume hoods and a small office area without a door. Air flow was controlled by general ventilation with mechanical force. Air movement toward laboratory fume hoods was observed when tested with a smoke tube, and the average face velocity measurements of each of the fume hoods were > 70 ft/min (0.36 m/sec). The average temperature was 23 °C and average relative humidity was 49% during the first campaign. During the second campaign, the average temperature was 22 °C and average relative humidity was 52%.

The laboratory personnel included five full-time employees (three laboratory coordinators and two pathologist assistants [PAs]) and a few residents and doctors performing dissecting work. One laboratory coordinator and the two PAs voluntarily participated in our study. The coordinator filled each organ container with a 10% buffered formalin solution by placing it under a bulk container of formalin within a fume hood (Figure 1a) and opening a tab on the container, then covering it with a lid, and placing it on a cart outside the fume hood (Figure 1b). The formalin 10% solution consisted of 3% to 4% formaldehyde, <1% sodium phosphate monobasic 4.0 g/L, <1% sodium phosphate dibasic 6.5 g/L, 3% methyl alcohol, and deionized water (balance). The coordinator also cleaned the laboratory fume hoods with soap and water, replaced the formalin solution container as necessary and prepared tools for dissecting work. She spent the rest of her time making sample slides for doctors and entering data. No formalin solution was handled during these tasks. The two PAs occasionally also filled containers holding organs with formalin solution and instructed residents on organ dissection. The duration of their formaldehyde exposure was less than that of the laboratory coordinator. For the rest of the work shift, the PAs made class handouts, attended meetings, and entered data.

A histology laboratory performs tasks similar to those of a pathology laboratory. The laboratory in this study had two fume hoods for dissecting work. The average temperature was 23 °C and average relative humidity was 34% during the sampling time period. There were three full-time employees, one autopsy technician and two histology laboratory technicians. Additionally, one or two residents performed dissections during the day shift. All three full-time employees participated in this study. After receiving organs, the autopsy
technician filled the containers with a 20% buffered formalin solution, covered each with a lid, and placed them on a cart. The 20% formalin solution consisted of 7.4% (20 ml/l) formaldehyde <1% sodium phosphate monobasic (4.0 g/L), <1% sodium phosphate dibasic at 6.5 g/L, 3% methyl alcohol, and 87.6% deionized water. The technician also cleaned the fume hoods for the residents’ dissecting work. For the rest of the shift, the technician delivered the filled containers to other laboratories, brought organs to the histology laboratory, and printed and placed labels on small cassettes. The two laboratory technicians made sample slides by imbedding tissue samples in wax, placing the sliced samples on slides, putting the slides through automatic staining and cover-slipping machines, and then labelling and storing them for the doctors to examine. The amount and frequency of their formalin solution exposure was considerably less than that of the autopsy technician.

Sample monitoring

The pathology laboratory and the histology laboratory were in different locations. The 6 subjects voluntarily participated in this study. In each laboratory, personal and area exposure measurements were collected with pairs of active air samplers (Supelco LpDNPH tubes, Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC, St. Louis, MO, USA) and passive badges (ChemDisk Aldehyde Monitor 571, Assay Technology, Inc., Livermore, CA, USA). Two types of sampling pumps, a pocket pump (SKC Inc.) and a Gilian LFS-113 (Sensidyne, Clearwater, Florida, USA), were used for active sampling. At the pathology laboratory, samples were collected in two campaigns: 15 personal and 10 area sample pairs (one active sampler and one passive badge) in one and 21 personal and 4 area sample pairs in the other (Figure 2). At the histology laboratory, 13 personal and 3 area sample pairs were collected. Table 1 shows the number of samples and the sampling duration per laboratory.

Prior to sample collection, each pump was set at a sampling flow rate close to 150 ml/min with a DryCal® DC-Lite device (BIOS International Corporation, Butler, NJ, USA). After the sampling, the flow rate of each pump was checked again to ensure that the difference between pre- and post-sampling flow rates was within ±5%. For the first campaign at the pathology and histology laboratories, the location of passive and active samplers for personal sampling was randomized between left and right lapels. For the second campaign at the pathology laboratory, we intentionally placed an active sampler on the right side of each participant and a passive badge on the left side to determine an effect of sampler location. Samples were analyzed by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) contract laboratory according to the NIOSH Manual of Analytical Methods (NMAM) 2016 method\textsuperscript{13} for the active samples and the OSHA 1007 method\textsuperscript{12} for the passive samples. The mass concentrations of passive badges were then calculated with the manufacturer’s updated uptake rate of 16.2 ml/min, which differs by 19% from the rate cited in the OSHA Method 1007. The sampling uptake rate of the ChemDisk-AL was 13.6 ml/min at normal temperature and pressure conditions, according to the OSHA Method 1007 written in 2005. Since then, the manufacturer has listed a new sampling uptake rate of 16.2 ml/min because of slight changes in tooling for making the sampling head (http://www.assaytech.com/sr571.htm, accessed on October 20, 2015, and personal communication with the manufacturer). In each sampling campaign, four or five field blank samples were collected. In this study, field blank sample results were not used to adjust the sample results.
because all field blank samples showed results lower than limit of detection (LOD) or limit of quantitation (LOQ). The LOD ranged from 0.03 μg to 0.09 μg for the active samples and from 0.01 μg to 0.04 μg for the passive samples. The LOQ ranged from 0.03 μg to 0.20 μg for the active samples and from 0.03 μg to 0.21 μg for the passive samples. None of the samples showed less than the LOQ.

**Statistical analysis**

All collected measurements were positively skewed and consistent with a log-normal distribution. Prior to performing data analyses, exposure measurements were transformed using the natural log to meet the assumptions of the statistical tests that the data be normally distributed. In addition, four outliers using Cook’s distance method were determined to present test results with and without outliers.

The concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) test, the product of precision and bias coefficients, was used to assess agreement between the active and passive sampling methods. The precision coefficient measures the distance of each observation from the best-fit line (i.e., variation) and is determined by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient. The bias coefficient measures the distance of the best-fit line deviated from the unity line (i.e., shift from the 45 degree line). That is, a test result is capable of providing a source of disagreement (i.e., whether it is more likely from precision or bias), unlike other agreement tests such as Bland-Altman test. A linear regression test was conducted using Proc Reg to test if the slope between the active and passive sampling methods is 1 (H₀: slope [β] = 1). The statistical analyses were performed with SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). For the CCC, a validated SAS macro provided by Lin et al. (15) was used (macro download: http://www.uic.edu/~ hedayat/, accessed on October 6, 2015). We applied a ±35% difference, selected from a field evaluation study to compare different sampler types by Lee et al., as acceptable between the active and passive methods for the CCC test. Thus, the least acceptable CCC was 0.878 for 35% acceptance (1–0.35²).

**RESULTS**

**Exposure assessment**

Table 1 shows air sampling results for formaldehyde. Note that exposure measurements in Table 1 are not separated by job tasks because of insufficient sample sizes per task. For all combined data (personal and area for both laboratories), the median concentrations for both methods were similar: 0.04 ppm for the active method and 0.05 ppm for the passive method. The separation of personal and area exposures did not make a difference for the active method regardless of laboratory type. For the passive method, the median personal exposure (0.07 ppm) in the pathology laboratory was slightly higher than the median area exposure (0.04 ppm), whereas the histology laboratory showed the same median personal and area concentration of 0.04 ppm. Overall, the passive method showed higher variations than the active method, especially for personal exposure measurements (coefficient of variation [CV] =1.10 for the active and 2.05 for the passive methods).
The collected personal exposure measurements were converted to 8-hour TWA exposures in two ways, one assuming zero concentration and the other one assuming 0.01 ppm background level for the unsampled periods. The former is a typical method to estimate 8-hour TWA exposures in workplaces. The latter is adopted to consider background concentration due to emissions from furniture and personal products, indoor reactions, etc.; 0.01 ppm, the 50\textsuperscript{th} percentile concentration measured in 100 office buildings, was used for calculation.\textsuperscript{19} Regardless of 8-hour TWA calculation methods, all active 8-hour TWA personal exposures showed compliance with the OSHA permissible exposure level (PEL) of 0.75 ppm, but not with the lower NIOSH recommended exposure level (REL) of 0.016 ppm. A similar pattern was observed for the passive 8-hour TWA personal exposures except that one measurement (1.98 ppm) exceeding the OSHA PEL. Note the difference between the highest 8-hour TWA exposure (1.98 ppm) and the highest TWA concentration based on the sampling time (2.16 ppm) in Table 1. For both calculation methods, the proportion of exposure measurements exceeding the NIOSH REL was 78\% for the active samples and 88\% for the passive samples.


comparison of the active and passive sampling methods

Figure 3 shows the comparison of log-transformed concentrations between the pairs of samples. Although the sample sizes per job task were insufficient for conclusions to be drawn, certain observations can be noted. The personal exposures of the autopsy technician in the histology laboratory and laboratory coordinator in the pathology laboratory deviated more from the 1:1 diagonal line compared to exposures of other employees. The autopsy technician and laboratory coordinator handled formaldehyde more often than others. The histology laboratory technicians who were dealing with formaldehyde solutions only a few times per shift had lower exposure concentrations than other employees. Regardless of laboratory locations, overall, the passive sampling method showed clearly higher concentrations than the active sampling method (~73\% sample pairs exceeded the unit ratio) and the area samples showed better agreement than the personal samples.

As shown in Figure 4, the range of concentration ratios between the pairs of samples is considerably wider for the personal exposures in the histology laboratory in comparison with others, although the median ratios (passive/active) for the personal exposures and area exposures in each laboratory are similar (all median ratios <1.33). The wider ratio range leads to a higher variation of personal exposures (CV = 1.40) than of area exposures (CV = 0.43) when the results of both laboratories are combined. The average concentration ratios were noticeably higher than the median ratios, indicating the occurrence of a few extreme concentration ratios.

Table 2 summarizes the statistical test results. The CCC results for all data and for data with outliers showed disagreement between the active and passive sampling methods (CCC values < 0.878) for the combined personal and area exposure measurements. Regardless of the presence of outliers, the pattern of precision (i.e., variation) coefficients is similar to the CCC, whereas no pattern was observed with the bias (i.e., shift from the unity line) coefficients. All the bias coefficients were higher than 0.91, indicating little deviation from the concordance line. These results suggest that the source of disagreement between the two

\textsuperscript{19} Compare this to the 50\th percentile concentration measured in 100 office buildings.
methods is precision (variation) rather than bias. The regression analysis (Ho: Slope $[\beta] = 1$) indicated no statistically significant difference of concentrations between the active and passive samples for all data ($\beta = 0.877$ with adjusted $R^2 = 0.616$), but a significant difference was detected for the data without outliers ($p$-values <0.05).

DISCUSSION

Exposure assessment

The personal median concentration was 0.04 ppm for the active method and 0.06 ppm for the passive method (Table 1). The area median concentration was 0.04 ppm for both sampling methods. During the full-shift, the main use of formaldehyde buffered solution occurred when the autopsy technician in the histology laboratory and the laboratory coordinator in the pathology laboratory filled the formaldehyde solution in containers of various sizes. This was done inside the laboratory fume hoods (Figure 1a). Similar median concentrations of the personal and area exposures indicate that the main sources of formaldehyde exposures might be from the background rather than from the filling task. The observation during the field survey suggests that the exposure to formaldehyde might be caused from evaporation of residues on the exterior surface of containers placed on a cart next to a laboratory fume hood and/or used gloves and paper towels in an open trash bin. In addition, other indoor sources from the lab environment (such as furniture and wooden products, paper, paints, disinfectants, etc.) might contribute to the background concentrations. US EPA collected formaldehyde concentration in 100 buildings as a part of the Building Assessment Survey and Evaluation (BASE) study and reported that the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles were 0.004 ppm, 0.012 ppm, and 0.026 ppm, respectively. (19)

None of the 8-hour TWA personal exposures exceeded the OSHA PEL (0.75 ppm) with both active and passive methods except for one passive measurement collected from the autopsy technician in the histology laboratory (1.98 ppm). When compared to the NIOSH REL (0.016 ppm), however, about 78% of data collected by the active method and 88% of data collected by the passive method exceeded that limit. The current NIOSH REL of 0.016 ppm was established in 1981 when NIOSH accepted evidence that formaldehyde is a “potential occupational carcinogen.” At that time an estimate of the extent of the cancer risk to workers exposed to various levels of formaldehyde had not yet been determined, so in the interim NIOSH recommended that, as a prudent public health measure, engineering controls and stringent work practices be employed to reduce occupational exposure to the lowest feasible limit (20) “Lowest feasible limit” is that which can be “feasibly achieved by engineering controls and measured by analytical techniques”. (21) Thus the REL reflects the limit of quantitation of the method in use at the time. Currently, NIOSH policy on carcinogen classification and target risk level for chemical hazards in the workplace is undergoing review. (22) If NIOSH RELs for carcinogens are based on a target risk level in future then the REL for formaldehyde could change.

Comparison of the active and passive sampling methods

Overall, the passive method produced higher exposure measurements than the active method; about 73% of sample pairs from passive sampling exceeded the concentration ratio
of 1 (passive/active) shown in Figure 3. This finding is in fact unexpected. The OSHA Method 1007 described an effect of the reaction of formaldehyde to form stabilized compounds such as methoxymethanol and dimethyloxymethane in the presence of methanol resulting lowered recoveries of passive badges. For example, the recovery was reduced to ~86% for the formalin solution containing 7–8% methanol and ~68–73% for the solution containing 10–15% methanol when tested with passive badges including ChemDisk-LA, UMEx 100, and DSD-DNPH, whereas the recovery of active samplers was average of 98%. In this study, the proportion of methanol was 3% for both 10% and 20% formalin solutions (according to the SDS information). It is possible that this smaller proportion of methanol might not be sufficient to affect the recovery.

Environmental factors such as temperature, relative humidity, and ozone can also impact the performance of passive samplers to measure formaldehyde exposure. For example, the passive transport of chemicals increases as temperature increases but may decrease in very low relative humidity conditions.\textsuperscript{3, 23} The OSHA Method 1007\textsuperscript{(12)} reported no adverse effect on recovery due to humidity in the range of 20% – 80%. For both laboratories in this study, the humidity ranged from 34% to 52% during the sampling days expecting no effect of formaldehyde exposure from humidity. Previous studies\textsuperscript{(12, 24–26)} have shown underestimation of formaldehyde concentrations resulting from ozone exposure ranging from 42 ppb to 720 ppb. However, Mullen et al.\textsuperscript{(27)} reported no significant effect of ozone interference in laboratory experiments at an average ozone concentration of 70 ppb. One interesting hypothesis was suggested by Mullen et al.,\textsuperscript{(27)} who stated that “when sampling passively, ozone reacts only with DNPH derivatives at the face of the cartridge, whereas active sampling pulls ozone deeper into the sampling medium.” If this hypothesis is correct, consistently higher concentrations on the passive samplers compared to the active samplers could be explained if there were high ozone levels in these environments. However, ozone measurements were not included in the present study.

For the combined data of all three campaigns, the variation of ratios (passive/active) was higher for the personal exposure measurements than for the area measurements. Especially, four extreme passive concentrations were observed from the autopsy technician and laboratory coordinator who handled the formaldehyde solution more often than others. This phenomenon could have several explanations. One reason might be droplets splashed on the inlet of the passive badges during filling activity, when the sample loading is small. For example, in this study, the collected mass per passive sampler ranged from 0.05 to 19 μg. One droplet of the 10% formaldehyde solution on the inlet of a passive sampler would cause a mass collected greater than one order of magnitude (rough calculation based on the assumption of 0.02 ml droplet size and 10% of droplet diffused to the badge) than the maximum mass collected during the sampling. Because such an occurrence is not ideal for sample collection, passive samplers should not be used for tasks involving sprays or drops of chemicals that could obstruct the sampling path.\textsuperscript{(28)} The other reason might be an effect of turbulence generated by employee’s arm movement in the hood. This would entrain the formaldehyde into the passive sampler to a greater degree than predicted, whereas the turbulence would not impact the steady flow for the active sampling method. It is known that passive sampling might not be suitable for sample collection where high rates of air movement occurs.\textsuperscript{(29)}
The position of the sampler with respect to the operator and the source (i.e., formalin solution) doesn’t seem to have caused any differences in this study; in the pathology laboratory, we randomized the sampler location during the first campaign and used a fixed location during the second (always on the right side for the active sampler and left side for the passive sampler). However, no pattern of exposure measurements was observed in relation to the sampler location.

The results of the statistical analyses were presented in two formats (Table 2), all data (total number of sample pairs [n] = 66) and data without outliers with use of the Cook’s distance method (n = 62). Although the median values of concentration ratios with and without outliers were lower than 1.20 for the combined data (personal and area), disagreement of the active and passive sampling methods from the CCC suggests that occupational professionals should be aware of the differences and be cautious when they select a sampling method.

For the present study, all calculations were done with the updated value of 16.2 ml/min and adjusted to the actual temperature and pressure condition. We also conducted back-calculations to estimate the sampling uptake rate assuming the active method to be a valid reference. The calculated sampling uptake rate was 19.5 ml/min (median value) with a CV of 1.4. However, this sampling rate based on 66 sets of paired samples might not be reliable due to the potentially considerable effect of droplets splashed on the inlet of the passive badges, where these have small sample loadings (e.g., median 2.95 μg for the active samplers and 0.37 μg for the passive badges in this study), or an effect of turbulence in front of a fume hood on uptake rate. The findings of this study suggest the need for further laboratory experiments under well-controlled conditions and validation of the laboratory results at other workplaces.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Exposure to airborne formaldehyde at a pathology laboratory and a histology laboratory were determined with three campaigns using pairs of active and passive samplers. All active and passive 8-hour TWA exposure measurements showed compliance with the OSHA PEL except for one passive measurement, but not with the lower NIOSH REL. Comparison of the concentration ratios with the two methods (passive/active) and statistical testing indicated that there is bias between the two methods. The small sample loading on the passive sampler and/or the uptake rate used may have contributed to this bias. A few extreme differences between the passive and active sampler results may have been the result of contamination of the badges. Care should be taken to ensure contamination does not happen in this or other environments as it will result in higher than expected concentrations. This study is limited to the information collected at two hospital laboratories. In order to determine the main source of the bias, it will be necessary to perform additional laboratory and field evaluations before considering the passive results as an accurate measurement of exposures. The expected underestimation of concentration by passive samplers in situations involving formalin solutions was not observed on this occasion and this might be due to lower methanol levels in the formalin solution or an overestimation of the sampling rate, or a combination of both. In the situations examined in this study the passive sampler generally produces higher results than the active sampler so that a body of results from passive samplers demonstrating
compliance with the OSHA PEL would be a valid conclusion. However, individual passive samples can show lower results than a paired active sampler so that a single result should be treated with caution.
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Figure 1.
Formalin buffered solution stored in a laboratory fume hood (a) and organ containers placed on a cart outside a fume hood (b)
Figure 2.
Sample pair for area sampling – Supelco active air sampler (Left) and ChemDisk passive badge (Right)
Figure 3.
Log-transformed concentrations between the pairs of samples. The diagonal line represents a 1:1 relationship.
Figure 4.
Box plots of exposure measurement ratios between the pairs of samples. Note that each box plot represents 10th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th, and 90th percentiles and the dashed line indicate mean. Tables:
Table 1

Summary of air sampling results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory</th>
<th>Sampling method</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Sampling time, min</th>
<th>Concentration: active, ppm</th>
<th>Concentration: passive, ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>225–497</td>
<td>0.01–0.21</td>
<td>0.01–2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>440–515</td>
<td>0.02–0.07</td>
<td>0.02–0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>225–515</td>
<td>0.01–0.21</td>
<td>0.01–2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>225–497</td>
<td>0.01–0.21</td>
<td>0.01–2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>440–515</td>
<td>0.02–0.07</td>
<td>0.02–0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>225–515</td>
<td>0.01–0.21</td>
<td>0.01–2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>225–497</td>
<td>0.01–0.21</td>
<td>0.01–2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>440–515</td>
<td>0.02–0.07</td>
<td>0.02–0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>225–515</td>
<td>0.01–0.21</td>
<td>0.01–2.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CV = coefficient of variation

Combined = Combined data of personal and area exposure measurements

(1) Combined results of two campaigns in 2014 and 2015

(2) Combined = Combined data of personal and area exposure measurements

(3) Combined = Combined data of personal and area exposure measurements

CV = coefficient of variation
Table 2

Statistical analyses to assess agreement between the two sampling methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure measurements</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Median of concentration ratios (Passive/Active)</th>
<th>Concordance correlation coefficient (CCC)</th>
<th>Linear regression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CCC-total</td>
<td>CCC-Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data without outliers (Cook’s distance method)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.888</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N: Number of sample pairs

CCC-total = CCC-Precision multiplied by CCC-Bias